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1. Hamlet of Clyde River, et al. v. Petroleum Geo-Services Inc. (PGS), et
al., 2017 SCC 40 re: NEB/tribunals

2. Chippewas of the Thames First Nation v. Enbridge Pipelines Inc., et al.,
2017 SCC 41, re: NEB/tribunals

3. Ktunaxa Nation v. British Columbia (Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations), 2017 SCC 54 re: spiritual & religious beliefs
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4. The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun v.
Yukon, 2015 YKCA 18 re: consultation
and modern treaty. Awaiting decision

5. Courtoreille v. Canada, 2016 FCA 311
re: duty to consult during legislative
process. Appeal in January 2018

The Crown’s Duty to Consult at the
Supreme Court of Canada 2017-2018
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¬ Released July 26, 2017, concerning the role of regulatory boards in
fulfilling the Crown’s duty to consult (DtC) in the context of two
separate project approval decisions of the NEB.

¬ SCC affirmed that Crown can rely, in whole or in part, on regulatory
processes to fulfill the DtC, provided the regulatory body has
sufficient statutory powers.

¬ In both cases, the SCC held that the NEB’s current process can be
relied upon for consultation, which in principle is adequate to
discharge the DtC, but the Court reached different conclusions on the
adequacy of consultation on the facts of each case.

4
Hamlet of Clyde River &
Chippewas of the Thames
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¬ NEB approved a seismic testing program
that had potential to impact Inuit of Clyde
River’s treaty rights to harvest marine
animals under Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement.

¬ SCC held that the DtC was not met by
NEB, and quashed the approval. As the
final decision-maker, NEB was
responsible for ensuring adequate
consultation before reaching a decision.

¬ Consultation fell short in numerous ways, including that:

¬ NEB focused on environmental impacts rather than potential effects on traditional
resource use;

¬ it was not clear to the Inuit that the Crown was relying on NEB process to fulfill the
DtC; and

¬ Inuit had insufficient opportunities to participate in consultation.

Hamlet of Clyde River
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¬ NEB approved an application for a
proposed pipeline reversal and capacity
expansion project as part of an existing
pipeline in Ontario.

¬ SCC held that, even though there was
no separate Crown decision or
involvement outside the NEB process,
the DtC was triggered.

¬ However, the NEB’s consultation and
accommodation in this case were
sufficient to meet the Crown’s DtC:

¬ NEB provided sufficient opportunities for Chippewas to participate in decision-making process;

¬ NEB sufficiently assessed the potential impacts on Indigenous rights, and provided appropriate
accommodation through imposing conditions on the proponent;

¬ NEB’s reasons on consultation were sufficient – it showed that it took the asserted Aboriginal and
treaty rights into consideration and accommodated them where appropriate; and

¬ A lower level of consultation was required compared with Clyde River since the approval dealt
with a change to an existing project on previously disturbed lands on an existing right of way.

Chippewas of the Thames
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¬ “Crown conduct” is not limited to decisions by ministers, departments, and agencies

¬ In both cases, NEB’s approval process was the “Crown” conduct that triggered the DtC.

¬ For purposes of the DtC, the “Crown” refers in a broad sense to the exercise of executive power

¬ NEB is a “vehicle through which the Crown acts”. If DtC is triggered, when NEB is the final decision-
maker, it must ask whether the DtC has been met – if not, NEB must withhold project approval

¬ Crown can rely on regulatory processes to fulfill the DtC if the regulatory body has sufficient
statutory powers

¬ If the regulatory process does not achieve adequate consultation/accommodation, Crown must take
further steps to meet DtC (case by case or through legislative amendments)

¬ If Crown relies on a regulatory process to fulfill DtC, it must make that clear to Indigenous groups

¬ The subject of consultation is the impact of the current decision, but a consideration of
historical impacts and cumulative effects may play a contextual role

¬ Confirms from Rio Tinto that consultation is not appropriate means to address historic
wrongs/grievances, to resolve broader claims or address larger impacts of a project. It is confined to
adverse impacts flowing from the specific Crown proposal at issue

¬ However, in Chippewas, SCC noted that “it may be impossible to understand the seriousness of the
impact of a project on s. 35 rights without considering the larger context” (nod to West Moberly)

7Key Takeaways
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¬ Released November 2nd, SCC dismissed
the Ktunaxa Nation Council’s Charter
freedom of religion claim and DtC claim,
raised in opposition to a proposed ski
resort in the Jumbo Valley (BC), and
specifically the Province’s approval of a
Master Development Agreement (MDA)

¬ Decision limits scope of potential
Aboriginal spiritual Charter claims,
particularly those attached to vast tracts of
land (although specific facts here may
have influenced the Court’s conclusions)
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− MDA was approved following process lasting over 20 years, with consultation at every
stage, and significant accommodation measures.

− Following Minister’s decision that consultation was adequate, Ktunaxa said the
development was proposed in a sacred area (Qat’muk), home to the Grizzly Bear Spirit.
Permanent structures would drive away the Spirit and no accommodation was possible.

Ktunaxa Nation v. British Columbia
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Freedom of Religion (Charter s. 2(a))

¬ Majority (CJ McLachlin & Rowe) held: the Ktunaxa’s spiritual rights claim is
not protected by s. 2(a). There are 2 aspects to freedom of religion (1) to
hold religious beliefs and (2) to manifest those beliefs. Neither right was
infringed by the Minister’s decision.

¬ Rather, the Ktunaxa sought to protect the Grizzly Bear Spirit itself and their
subjective spiritual fulfilment, which are not protected by s. 2(a).

¬ Concurring reasons (Moldaver): the Minister’s decision infringed s. 2(a)
because it would interfere with the Ktunaxa’s ability to act in accordance with
their religious belief in more than a trivial or insubstantial manner – rendering
it devoid of all spiritual significance.

¬ Yet, the Minister’s decision was reasonable because it reflected a
proportionate balancing of the religious right and the Minister’s statutory
objectives to administer and dispose of Crown land in the public interest.
The Minister tried to limit impacts through accommodation.

9
Ktunaxa Nation v. British Columbia
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Duty to Consult

¬ The Crown met its DtC and accommodate, and Minister’s decision was
reasonable. Consultation was “deep” and adequate, despite Ktunaxa not
getting desired outcome.

¬ Ktunaxa’s petition was an improper use of the judicial review process,
because the court is not equipped to pronounce on the validity of an
unproven claim to a sacred site (proving such rights requires a trial and
evidence). Injunctive relief may be available to protect rights in the interim
before being proven.

¬ SCC reiterated that there are reciprocal obligations on Aboriginal groups to
facilitate consultation process by setting out claims early, and not frustrating
Crown’s good faith efforts or taking unreasonable positions.

10
Ktunaxa Nation v. British Columbia
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¬ Clear language on s. 35 rights: no veto right and limits on consent

¬ S. 35 is a right to a process, not a veto or guarantee of specific accommodation.
Consent only required for proven claims in limited circumstances (Ktunaxa)

¬ For public interest reasons, the DtC does not provide a veto over final Crown
decisions (Chippewas)

¬ No reference to UNDRIP in any decision

¬ Balancing Aboriginal rights against the broader public interest

¬ Aboriginal spiritual rights must be balanced with statutory objectives (Ktunaxa)

¬ Balance and compromise are inherent in the consultation process (Chippewas)

¬ Relaxed requirements for procedural steps in consultation process

¬ The summary of “steps in a consultation process is offered as guidance to assist
parties in ensuring that adequate consultation takes place, not as a rigid test or a
perfunctory formula. In the end there is only one question — whether in fact the
consultation that took place was adequate” (Ktunaxa)

¬ A formulaic “Haida analysis” to assess the strength of claim and degree of
consultation, and explicit reasons, may not be required in every case (Chippewas)

11
Trends in the 2017 SCC Cases
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¬ SCC heard case in March 2017. Concerns the Crown’s duties of consultation in
the context of a modern treaty and appropriate remedies for a breach

¬ Concerns First Nations/Crown joint land use planning process under Yukon
Umbrella Final Agreement and associated Final Agreements

¬ Yukon changed a recommended land use plan for the Peel Watershed in
breach of the established consultative and planning process

Issues at the SCC

¬ What is the appropriate remedy when the Crown breaches its treaty obligations?
And for quashing flawed decisions in commission proceedings?

¬ At what point in the process did the breach occur? When Yukon failed to
advance certain modifications, or later, when Yukon proposed a new plan
without consultation? If earlier, Yukon could advance new modifications, to the
detriment of the First Nations

12
The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun v. Yukon
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¬ SCC to hear case regarding the Crown’s DtC in connection with the legislative
process in January 2018

¬ Courtoreille concerns the Mikisew Cree’s challenge to the previous federal
government’s 2012 omnibus legislation amending EA regime under CEAA 2012,
and related environmental and regulatory approval legislation, which were
passed without consultation

FCA decision (2016 FCA 311)

¬ Held: the entire legislative process does not trigger the DtC, as it did not have
jurisdiction to impose a DtC in the legislative process. It would unduly interfere
with Parliament’s processes and fetter law-making capacity

¬ Minority judgement – legislation of general application (like CEAA 2012) having
effects that are not specific to particular Aboriginal peoples or territories, does
not trigger a DtC. But suggested that legislation pertaining to a specific project
or undertaking might trigger the duty if rights or interests are more directly
affected.

13
Courtoreille v. Canada
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Issues on appeal at the SCC

¬ Case should address the separation of powers between the executive
and the judiciary, and whether courts have the power to judicially review
and impose a DtC on executive powers of Parliament, or are precluded

¬ If a DtC arises in particular circumstances, the next question is at what
stage in the legislative process it might arise, and what would constitute
sufficient consultation or accommodation

¬ Courtoreille will ultimately address whether, and to what extent, the
government has a legal obligation to consult with potentially affected
Aboriginal groups in respect of proposed legislation

14
Courtoreille v. Canada
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Cowichan Tribes v. Canada (Attorney General), 2017 BCSC 1575

¬ Issue: whether court should make a formal order requiring notice be given to
private registered landowners whose interests may be adversely affected by
Aboriginal title litigation

¬ AG (Canada) brought application seeking order for formal notice to over 200
landowners in the City of Richmond

¬ Held: Court declined to make the order, citing past cases where courts declined to
issue similar orders (e.g. it would not serve interests of justice to provide notice to
Aboriginal groups with overlapping claims)

¬ In this case, Cowichan Tribes do not presently seek to invalidate or render fee
simple interests defective. But they seek a declaration of title, “the consequences
of which, in relation to private interests, remain unclear”

¬ Court held that private landowners will have an opportunity to make all arguments,
including that they were not given formal notice, in any subsequent proceedings
against them, if any are brought

Third Party Rights in Aboriginal Title Litigation
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The Council of the Haida Nation v. British Columbia, 2017 BCSC 1665

¬ Canada sought order that plaintiffs deliver notice to registered fee simple owners
within Haida Gwaii that their interests may be adversely affected by the
declaration of title sought (3,285 private properties)

¬ Canada argued the plaintiffs should not be able to use a declaration of title that
they may secure in this litigation against those who are not parties to the action

¬ Court noted the plaintiffs’ claims are for declarations of title and rights, and for
compensation and damages. They are precluded, as now pleaded, from seeking
any direct relief from third parties

¬ Court noted the possibility of unduly complicating the litigation if people seek to
participate, and imposing hardship and creating unnecessary fear for those to
whom notice would be given. It could also jeopardize ability of landowners who
choose not to respond to later defend a claim

¬ Both courts noted these kinds of decision are discretionary, based on unique
circumstances of each case

Third Party Rights in Aboriginal Title Litigation
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¬ Conseil des Innus de Ekuanitshit v. Québec (A.G.) and al., no 200-17-024458-
168

¬ Motion instituted by the Innus of Ekuanitshit for the issuance of an Haida injunction to
block oil & gas exploration work on the Island of Anticosti and to quash related
authorizations issued by the Minister of Environment

¬ At trial, the issue centered on whether the Innus of Ekuanitshit held aboriginal rights,
including an aboriginal title, on the Island of Anticosti in whole or in part

¬ No judgment rendered yet

¬ Ressources Strateco inc. v. Québec (A.G.), 2017 QCCS (June 21, 2017)
¬ Action in damages instituted by Strateco claiming $192 M from the Government of Québec

further to the refusal of the Minister of Environment to issue an authorization to conduct
advance mining exploration (uranium) within Category III land on the territory of the James
Bay Convention;

¬ Issuance of the authorization was opposed by the Grand Council of the Crees

¬ The Court concludes that the Crees do not hold a veto right about the development of
natural resources on category III land

¬ The Court concludes that the Government was entitled to refuse to issue the authorization
on the basis that Strateco failed to demonstrate that the project met social acceptability

18Case Law Update: Québec Region
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¬ Bande des Atikamekw d’Opitciwan v. Québec (A.G.), 2017 QCCS 3947 (Sept.
1, 2017)

¬ A motion for the issuance of a Haida injunction was instituted by the Atikamekw
d’Opitciwan to quash a timber license

¬ A safeguard order was issued to temporarily block forestry operations

¬ Newfoundland and Labrador (A.G.) v. Uashaunnuat, 2017 QCCA 1791 (Nov.
13, 2017)

¬ Camp métis Abitibi et Val-D'Or (Ville), 2017 CanLII 26001 (QC CMNQ) (April
28, 2017)

¬ Municipal taxation case

¬ In 2015-2016, many actions seeking the recognition of Métis communities in Québec
were dismissed (including in Paul v. D.P.C.P., 2016 QCCQ 2030)

¬ Court concluded that a body constituted to offer services to a local Métis community
and to promote its culture was entitled to a municipal tax exemption.

19Case Law Update: Québec Region
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¬ In May 2016, Indigenous Affairs Minister Bennett announced Canada is a full
supporter of UNDRIP “without qualification”

¬ Implementation of UNDRIP will take significant time as it will require
“transformative change in the Government’s relationship with Indigenous
peoples”

¬ UNDRIP will be implemented through:

¬ The Working Group of Federal Ministers on the Review of Laws and Policies relating
to Indigenous Peoples

¬ “Other collaborative initiative and actions” (i.e. federal environmental and regulatory
reviews)

21
UNDRIP – Federal
Implementation Update
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¬ Bill C-262 is a private member’s bill relating to the implementation of UNDRIP
introduced by an NDP MP

¬ Key features of Bill:

¬ UNDRIP affirmed “as a universal international human rights instrument with
application in Canadian law”

¬ Government “must take all measures necessary to ensure that the laws of
Canada are consistent with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples”

¬ Government must implement “a national action plan to achieve the objectives of
the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”

¬ Minister must provide an annual report to Parliament on implementation of
measures between 2017 and 2037

¬ Second reading of the bill is scheduled for December 5th.

UNDRIP – Bill C-262
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¬ Federal statements and actions have consistently suggested FPIC will not be a
veto, but rather an objective of consultation

¬ Statements Qualifying Canada’s Support for UNDRIP and FPIC

¬ Canada intends to “adopt and implement the declaration in accordance with the Canadian
Constitution”….Section 35 is the “full box of rights for Indigenous peoples in Canada” and “our
constitutional obligations serve to fulfil all of the principles of Declaration, including free, prior and
informed consent” (May 2016)

¬ “Word for word” adoption of UNDRIP into Canadian law is “unworkable” (July 2016)

¬ “The Government of Canada recognizes that meaningful engagement with Indigenous peoples aims to
secure their free, prior, and informed consent when Canada proposes to take actions which impact them
and their rights including their lands, territories, and resources” (July 2017)

¬ Actions Demonstrating Canada’s Qualified Approach to FPIC

¬ Continuing to issue Project Approvals despite opposition from certain Indigenous groups

¬ Positions taken in court by the federal government on the duty to consult

23
UNDRIP – Implementation of
Free, Prior, and Informed Consent
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¬ FPIC not a veto but implementation of FPIC will go beyond the what is currently
required by the duty to consult.

¬ Relevant principles guiding review go beyond the duty to consult:

¬ Principle 6 re aiming to secure free, prior, and informed consent “builds on and goes
beyond the legal duty to consult”

¬ The “importance of free, prior and informed consent, as identified in the UN Declaration
extends beyond title lands” and the federal government “will look for opportunities to
build processes and approaches aimed at securing consent, as well as creative and
innovative mechanisms that will help build deeper collaboration, consensus, and new
ways of working together”

¬ Increased and more meaningful involvement of Indigenous groups in all phases
of project reviews and monitoring and heightened scrutiny of consultation,
accommodation, and efforts to obtain consent

24
UNDRIP – Implementation of
Free, Prior, and Informed Consent
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Federal Environmental & Regulatory Reviews

¬ 2 Expert Panel Reviews (CEAA & NEB) and 2 Parliamentary Standing
Committee Reviews (Fish Habitat & Navigation Protection)

¬ 4 reports with 136 recommendations, some of which are conflicting
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CEAA Expert Panel Report NEB Expert Panel Report

¬ Replace EAs with “all-encompassing”
Impact Assessments

¬ Establish a new two phase approach for
reviews of major pipeline projects

¬ Establish new “Impact Assessment
Commission” to lead IAs for all
designated projects (with no NEB/CNSC
involvement)

¬ Split up the NEB and establish joint
review panels (CETC/CEAA) for pipeline
projects requiring EAs

¬ Develop project specific timelines and
dispute resolution processes

¬ Revise legislated timelines

¬ Significantly increase Indigenous
consultation and involvement in IAs

¬ Significantly increase Indigenous
consultation and involvement in project
reviews
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CEAA Expert Panel Report NEB Expert Panel Report

¬ Consultation led by Crown (IAC) instead of
proponents

¬ Consultation led by Crown (MPMO) instead of
proponents

¬ Require early engagement through legislated
early engagement and planning phase

¬ Encourage early engagement through
guidelines for proponents

¬ Enhance Indigenous involvement through
representation on project and government
expert committees, Indigenous led
assessments of impacts to Aboriginal and
treaty rights, and increased capacity funding

¬ Enhance Indigenous involvement by
establishing an Indigenous Major Projects
Office and ensuring Indigenous involvement in
developing a national energy strategy

¬ Improve integration of Indigenous knowledge in
all phases of IA

¬ Improve integration of Indigenous knowledge
into application and hearing processes

¬ Increase Indigenous involvement project
monitoring

¬ Increase Indigenous involvement in pipeline
monitoring and emergency response

¬ Promote “collaborative consent” approach to
IAs. Indigenous peoples should have the right
to withhold consent, but this right must be
exercised reasonably and be subject to review

¬ Promote collaborative decision-making culture
that moves toward seeking consent “to the
greatest degree possible” of Indigenous
peoples and all stakeholders

Recommendations to Enhance Indigenous
Involvement in IAs/Project Reviews
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¬ Establish a single agency responsible for guiding impact assessments and
coordinating consultation with Indigenous peoples for designated projects, with joint
reviews for major pipeline, nuclear, and offshore oil and gas projects

¬ Review the designated project list and broaden the scope of assessment to include
environmental, economic, social, health, and impacts on Indigenous peoples

¬ Final decision-making on projects by Minister(s) or Cabinet with legislated timelines

¬ Significantly enhance role of Indigenous peoples in IA process and monitoring:

¬ Clarify roles and responsibilities for consultation and accommodation

¬ New early planning and engagement phase led by proponents with direct Crown-Indigenous engagement
aimed at seeking consensus on the project assessment process

¬ Indigenous participation/representation in project specific working tables, Ministerial Advisory Committees,
and increasing Indigenous representation on assessment panels

¬ Allow Indigenous led assessments/substitution with Indigenous governments

¬ Co-develop tools, guidance, and capacity with Indigenous peoples to better support and systematically
consider Indigenous knowledge

¬ Increase Indigenous capacity to participate in IAs and Indigenous economic participation

¬ Collaborate on regional-scale studies and expanding role for Indigenous peoples in post-approval monitoring

28
Proposed Federal Approach
Impact Assessments
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¬ Update on Treaties Negotiations

¬ Public Acknowledgement of Prior Occupation of Land by First Nations

¬ Update on the Orientations of the Québec Minister of Energy and Natural
Resources with respect to First Nations and Social Acceptability

¬ Québec Government Action Plan for the Social and Cultural Development of the
First Nations and Inuit 2017-2022

31Policy Update: Québec Region
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¬ Aboriginal Consultation Office (ACO)

¬ Established November 2013

¬ Expanded to include Metis Settlements in April 2016

¬ ACO assistance:

¬ Pre-consultation and consultation stage

¬ Dispute Resolution

¬ Evaluating adequacy of consultation

¬ Province may delegate procedural aspects of duty to consult to project
proponent

¬ Joint Operating Procedures detail the interaction between the ACO and
the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER)

¬ ACO ensures proper consultation before decision by AER

¬ ACO provides advice to mitigate adverse impact to Aboriginal and treaty
rights

¬ ACO Proponent Guide to Consultation Procedures

33Policy Update: Alberta
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¬ New Mineral Development Protocol

¬ Announced July 31, 2017

¬ Protocol to be developed by Manitoba Government and First Nations
Communities

¬ Will define consultation process through each phase of development -
exploration, mechanized disturbance, advanced exploration and mine
development

¬ Intended to:

¬ Give industry a stable and predictable consultation process

¬ Increase mining investment

¬ Address potential adverse effects on Aboriginal and Treaty rights

¬ Implementation date unknown

34Policy Update: Manitoba
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¬ UN Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)

¬ New NDP Government announced that it would fully implement:

¬ UNDRIP

¬ The 94 Calls to Action in the Truth and Reconciliation Committee’s
Final Report

¬ Government Ministers to review policies, programs and legislation to
determine how to implement principles of UNDRIP

¬ Committed to expanding opportunities for shared gaming revenue

35Policy Update: British Columbia
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¬ Alberta

¬ Alberta Indigenous Community Energy Program (AICEP)

¬ Indigenous Green Energy Development Program (AIGEDP)

¬ Alberta Indigenous Solar Program (AISP)

¬ Saskatchewan First Nations Power Authority (FNPA)

¬ Assisting First Nations achieve energy sufficiency

¬ Involvement of Industry Partners

¬ British Columbia

¬ BC Hydro First Nations Clean Energy Business Fund (FNCEBF)

36Policy Update: Energy
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¬ Ontario

¬ Aboriginal Community Energy Plan (ACEP)

¬ Funding and development assistance

¬ Feed-In-Tariff (FIT)

¬ Accommodations for Aboriginal Communities

¬ Large Renewable Procurement (LRP)

¬ Requirement for proponents to engage with local communities

¬ First Nation Electricity Rate

¬ Ontario Energy Board (OEB) has been directed to consider development
of First Nation Electricity Rate

37Policy Update: Energy (Cont’d)
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¬ Ontario Aboriginal Procurement Program

¬ Provincial ministries encouraged to buy from Aboriginal-owned businesses
when goods and services benefit Aboriginal people or communities

¬ Government ministries may use set-asides to reserve procurements for
qualified Indigenous businesses

¬ Tenders can include Indigenous requirements, encouraging partnership with
qualified Indigenous businesses

¬ Evaluation criteria can recognize non-Indigenous businesses that work with
Indigenous peoples and communities

¬ Crown / Former Crown Corporation Aboriginal Procurement Programs

¬ Examples:

¬ Hydro One Aboriginal Procurement Procedure

¬ SaskPower Aboriginal Procurement Initiative

38Policy Update: Procurement
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¬ Overview of Indigenous procurement partnerships

¬ business drivers

¬ eligibility criteria

¬ ownership and control of Indigenous businesses

¬ challenges and opportunities in Indigenous
procurement

¬ A closer look: Indigenous participation in clean
energy projects

40
Snapshot of Today’s Discussion
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¬ Contracting advantages in government and industry procurement
processes.

¬ Meeting training and employment commitments under IBAs or other
agreements.

¬ Capitalizing on Indigenous knowledge, experience and local
business networks.

¬ Addressing labour needs.

¬ Achieving cost savings and efficiencies along the supply chain.

¬ Providing a stable supplier base near operations.

¬ Engaging with local Indigenous communities and establishing a local
business reputation.

¬ Enabling Indigenous communities to diversify their local economies.

¬ Promoting economic equity in reconciliation.

41
Drivers for Procurement Partnerships
with Indigenous Businesses
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¬ Set-aside (i.e. procurements for goods/services that have been
reserved for competitions among eligible Indigenous businesses)

¬ Direct award (i.e. entities may award contracts for
goods/services without competition under specific circumstances)

¬ Competitive bid

¬ Sub-contracts

Opportunities are often used to fulfill defined procurement
commitments outlined in an IBA or similar agreement with an
Indigenous group.

42
Types of Procurement Contract Awards
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¬ Joint venture –
incorporated or
unincorporated

¬ Incorporation of a
special purpose vehicle

¬ Limited partnership

Common Forms of Collaboration between
Indigenous Communities and Proponents

43
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¬ An Indigenous business can be:

¬ a band as defined by the Indian Act

¬ a sole proprietorship

or

¬ a limited company

¬ a co-operative

¬ a partnership

¬ a not-for-profit organization

in which Indigenous persons have at least 51% ownership and
control, or …

44
Indigenous Procurement –
Typical Eligibility Criteria (1)
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¬ …or a joint venture consisting of two or more Indigenous
businesses, or an Indigenous business and a non-
Indigenous business(es), provided that the Indigenous
business(es) has at least 51% ownership and control of the
joint venture.

¬ Eligibility criteria may also require maintaining a minimum
number or percentage of Indigenous employees, or having
a minimum value of the work being completed by an
Indigenous business.

45
Indigenous Procurement –
Typical Eligibility Criteria (2)
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¬ Ownership of an Indigenous business usually refers to
beneficial ownership.

¬ A variety of factors may be used to determine whether
Indigenous persons have true and effective control of an
Indigenous business, e.g. incorporation documents,
shareholder authority, asset contributions, allocation and
distribution of net income.

¬ RFP requirements may be designed to ensure meaningful
Indigenous participation, such as the development of socio-
economic plans or KPIs.

¬ Beware the “paper joint venture”.

46
Determining Ownership and Control of
Indigenous Businesses
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Examples include:

¬ incorporation documents or governance documents

¬ shareholder or member registers

¬ minutes of meetings of Board of Directors and Management
Committees

¬ partnership or JV agreements

¬ business name registration

¬ banking arrangements

47
Evidence of Ownership and Control of
an Indigenous Business or JV
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There are a number of challenges faced by Indigenous
businesses looking to expand their services:

¬ training subsidies and wage support

¬ ability to meet bonding or other financial security
requirements

¬ restrictive or administratively complex government funding
policies

¬ inadequate infrastructure – both physical (e.g. electricity,
roads) and communications (e.g. reliable internet access)

¬ access to information (procurement opportunities and
contractor capabilities)

48
Challenges for Indigenous Businesses
in Pursuing Procurement Opportunities
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¬ There are a number of unique issues faced by proponents
when engaging with Indigenous businesses:

¬ lack of capacity and skilled labour

¬ lack of information on local suppliers

¬ difficulty in arranging regular meetings

¬ expectations based on previous deals or deals with other
Indigenous businesses

¬ remote conditions; lack of infrastructure

¬ lack of funding to support community engagement

¬ disconnects between Economic Development
Corporations and Chief & Council

¬ broader challenges facing communities
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Initiatives to support procurement partnerships:

¬ joint project and community coordinators

¬ joint implementation committees (procurement,
employment and training, business development,
community investment)

¬ business engagement tools (key performance indicators,
Indigenous Business Registry, town halls, meet & greet,
trade shows, conferences)

¬ market and supply chain analysis (gaps, areas of
saturation, partnership building opportunities)

¬ grievance mechanism (joint committees, senior
management)
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¬ October 2017 – Lumos Energy released
“Powering Reconciliation”, a report
setting out the findings of a
comprehensive national survey of
Indigenous participation in 152 medium-
scale solar, wind, hydro and bio-energy
clean energy projects across Canada
(totaling 19,516 MW).

¬ Project locations: 52% in BC, 24% in
Ontario, 10% in Québec, with remaining
18 projects spread among Maritime
provinces, Prairies and Territories).

A Closer Look at Indigenous Participation in
Clean Energy Projects
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¬ Norm is for Indigenous communities/partners to hold 25% of ownership
in clean energy projects.

¬ Other common features include:

¬ development of a renewable resource on traditional Indigenous
territory

¬ partnership with an energy development company or utility

¬ structured as a Limited Partnership

¬ sale of power to the provincial electricity system/grid

¬ often receives development support from the federal and provincial
governments

¬ is constructed through long-term commercial financing

¬ Lumos estimates ROI averaged 14% for projects constructed prior to
2014, 12% for projects from 2014 to the present, and the trend forward
appears to be in the range of 10%.
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¬ Study found that Indigenous communities seek clean energy projects
with low to minimal ecological impact on lands, water, fisheries and
wildlife.

¬ Key benefits identified by Indigenous leaders included a strengthening
of community pride, and that clean energy projects can materially
support holistic economic and social wealth; a significant number of
survey respondents also spoke to respectful relationships with project
partners, government programs and energy authorities.

¬ Ancillary benefits from projects include local infrastructure upgrades,
community energy literacy and planning, community program
support, housing improvements, and cultural features (e.g.
integration of Indigenous art into clean energy facilities).
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¬ Indigenous community members are looking to build capacity and
expand skill sets, while learning the business and ultimately
becoming business owners.

¬ Need for greater transparency from Indigenous groups, Crown and
industry proponents around contracting processes, mutual challenges,
economic and community objectives.

¬ Indigenous community leaders are looking to showcase innovative
approaches and long-term investments to their members.
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Questions

This program qualifies for up to 1.5 hours of eligible educational activity or
CPD/MCE credit under the mandatory education regimes in British Columbia,
Ontario and Québec.
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